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Before you start
The qualities we have come to value most highly in art in the twentieth century
have always been present in art, but usually in the past have been characterised by
only modest and secondary work; that is drawings. These characteristics include
spontaneity, creative speculation, experimentation, directness, simplicity, abbreviation,
expressiveness, immediacy, personal vision, technical diversity, modesty of means,
rawness, fragmentation, discontinuity, unfinishedness and open endedness. These have
always been the characteristics of drawing.
Michael Craig Martin (Stout, 2014, p.9)
Welcome to Drawing 1: Exploring Drawing Media.
This Level 1 course may be your first ever course with OCA and your introduction both to
drawing and to degree-level distance learning. The course is designed to give you the time and
space to get to know individual drawing materials and to develop your own relationships with
them.
Each student’s journey to a personal art practice is unique, but it is possible to identify a couple
of what we might call ‘categories of learner’. Take some time now to think about where you
might position yourself in relation to them.
Some students come to an art degree with a passion for the material. As soon as they get their
hands on ‘stuff’ they are happy as larks as they smear and pour and scrape and stick. Their
learning log might contain comments like ‘I feel like I’m back at nursery’ or ‘I feel guilty that I am
just playing’ or other remarks that suggest that this process is not terribly serious, and this is
often borne out by assignment pieces that revert to a much tidier and less materially sensitive
method. Other students, though, have a greater confidence in the validity of this way of
working from the outset and are happy to pursue experiences they enjoy and build a practice
from there.
Some students come into an art degree with a desire to acquire technical or craft skills – to
learn processes, both cognitive and practical, that enable them to achieve mastery and
control over both materials and outcomes. Often, although not always, these students are
positioning themselves in a specific art historical context – perhaps related to the academies
of the nineteenth century or post-war British painting, for example. Again, their learning log
may reveal either a fear of failure and a desire to ‘get it right’ that inhibits learning, or a sense of
confidence in their own skills and pleasure in achieving fluency in these new techniques.
This course asks you to consider the extent to which these two apparently quite different
conceptualisations of an art practice actually support each other and so need to be considered
together.
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Imagine, if you will, a championship show jumper on her thoroughbred competing over
hurdles in the ring. Without the horse she would look ridiculous and would be incapable of
clearing the jumps so the first, possibly rather obvious, point is that this is a partnership where
both parties have their jobs to do. The second is that the rider, whilst in some sense controlling
the horse and directing it, is simultaneously letting it be a horse. She is not specifying every
aspect of its behaviour; rather, she has a deep knowledge of what a horse is and does and is
applying that knowledge sensitively. Finally, equally obviously, she is not just clinging shrieking
to the horse as it careers about with no idea what is going on; over the period of her developing
horsemanship she has learnt from her mistakes and her successes and worked out what it is she
wants to do and how to do it. Show jumping is a partnership between rider and horse. Similarly,
drawing is a partnership between you and your materials.
If you look closely at drawings throughout history you’ll see that artists have always thought
about their materials and made decisions about how to work with them effectively to achieve
the best possible combination of materials, subject and action. Whether we are looking at
the shell-crisp outlines of Holbein’s stately folk or the swirling intensity of the penmanship of
Leonardo da Vinci’s young mother of God, or whether we are looking at the scratchy clawings of
Cy Twombly or the intricate labour of Peter Davies’ small boxes, we are seeing artists who have
not squeezed the life out of their materials and achieved such complete mastery as to kill them
dead.
A more directly pertinent example than the show jumping analogy illustrates the importance
not only of choices about which media to use but also about how that medium is treated and
how it interacts with subject matter.
Both of these images are of people
undergoing plastic surgery. The palette is
broadly equivalent and the composition is
also similar, but the reason for the surgery,
and the reason for the art work, is very
different in each case. Jenny Saville, as a
Young British Artist, attended a New York
cosmetic surgery procedure aimed at
‘improvement’. Saville’s interest in women’s
attempts to attain perfection through
cutting builds on her early career painting
the realities of women’s bodies. By stating
women’s presence monumentally and
unflinchingly she also hoped to mitigate their
lack of presence in the art world of the time.

Jenny Saville, Witness, 2009 (oil on canvas),
Courtesy of the Gagosian Gallery
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Henry Tonks, on the other hand, left his post
at the Slade at the outbreak of World War I to
resume his surgical career by volunteering
at a military hospital. He worked with the
resident surgeon by making drawings
of injured soldiers, the better to identify
the most effective way to sew them back
together.
This difference in intent, the drive to make the
work, has informed the way the artists have
used their materials. Reflecting on the two
images, we might even say that the grace,
dignity and love which seems to influence the
delivery of Tonks’ image renders the brutality
of war injuries all the more shocking as the
way the materials interact with the layers of
significance is more complex. However this
Henry Tonks, Portrait of a wounded soldier
may be doing Saville a disservice as her own
before treatment', Deeks case file, 1916-17,
work uses both scale and context. Her work is
pastel. Courtesy of the Royal College of
designed to be viewed in a white cube gallery
Surgeons of England
space and is usually massively larger than life
size. In that sense she may be employing the
meditative nature of the traditional gallery in relation to the gestural expressiveness, much as
Tonks’ use of white highlights and delicate fluid gesture works against the livid red wounds.
Whether you aspire to be a Vermeer or a Pollock, exploring materials is a great way to achieve
anything you want in art. It’s all about getting the right tools for the job – and in art you get to
invent your own tools.

Course aims
The aims of this course are to help you:
• experiment with a broad range of drawing and methods
• explore new skills, techniques and methods in your drawing practice
• develop an understanding of your drawing skills and how to use them in your practice
• develop your knowledge of historical and contemporary drawing practitioners and use
reflection to develop your own learning.

Learning outcomes
On successful completion of this course, you’ll be able to:
• employ a broad range of media in your drawing practice
• demonstrate an ability to employ new skills and techniques in your drawing practice
• use your drawing skills to develop a body of work that explores a personal line of enquiry
• understand the historical and contemporary contexts that inform your work and reflect on
your own learning experience.
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Your tutor
Your tutor is your main point of contact with OCA. Before you start work, make sure that you’re
clear about your tuition arrangements. The OCA tuition system is explained in some detail in
your Student Handbook.
If you haven’t already done so, please write a paragraph or two about your experience to date.
Add background information about anything that you think may be relevant for your tutor to
know about you (your profile) – for example your experience of making art so far, your reasons
for starting this course and what you hope or expect to achieve from it. Email your profile to
your tutor as soon as possible. This will help him or her understand how best to support you
during the course.

Course support
Your tutor is supported by the Course Support Advisors, who can answer questions relating to
course documentation or OCA processes in between assignments / feedback points. You can
email Course Support here: coursesupport@oca.ac.uk.

Formal assessment
Read the section on assessment in your Student Handbook at an early stage in the course.
See also the study guide on assessment and getting qualified for detailed information about
assessment and accreditation. You’ll find this on the OCA student website.
For assessment you’ll need to submit:
• a carefully considered portfolio of work, including evidence of your process (8–12 works)
• carefully selected preparatory work which is clearly differentiated from your portfolio
submission
• your sketchbooks, learning log or blog url.
You should upload all your tutor reports to your GDrive folder.
It’s a good idea to write an overall evaluation that reflects on your learning journey as a whole,
picks up on tutor feedback and highlights where your strengths lie or what you’d like to
develop further. You only need to write one side of A4 but try and give a sense of how you’ve
felt about your experiences on this course. Here you can assess, reflect on and select your best
work and explain why you have chosen to submit what you have submitted. You should only
submit work done during the course to your tutor or for formal assessment.
Please ensure that you have the most recent assessment guidelines to work from when you are
preparing to submit. You’ll find these at:
www.oca-student.com/sites/default/files/oca- content/key-resources/res- files/ag_
drawing_280116_jm.pdf
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Preparing for assessment
If you decide to have your work formally assessed, you’ll need to spend some time at the end
of the course preparing your finished work for submission. How you present your work to the
assessors is of critical importance and can make the difference between an average mark and
an excellent mark. Remember that your tutor is available to guide you on presenting your work.

Assessment criteria
The assessment criteria are central to the assessment process for this course, so if you’re going
to have your work assessed to gain formal credits, please make sure you take note of these
criteria and consider how each of the assignments you complete demonstrates evidence of
each criterion. On completion of each assignment, and before you send your assignment to
your tutor, test yourself against the criteria – in other words, do a self- assessment, and see how
you think you would do. This will be helpful for your tutor to see, as well as helping you prepare
for assessment. The assessment criteria are listed below:

Criterion
Demonstration of technical and visual skills: Materials, techniques, observational skills,
visual awareness, design and compositional skills.
Quality of outcome: Content, application of knowledge, presentation of work in a coherent
manner with discernment.
Demonstration of creativity: Imagination, experimentation, invention, personal voice.
Context: Reflection, research (learning logs).
The criteria have different weights which are used to determine your overall assessment mark.
Details of the current weightings can be found in the Resource section of the student website:
www.oca-student.com/resource-type/assessment-criteria/assessment-criteria-visual-arts-he4
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Your learning log
The learning log is an integral element of every OCA course. If this is your first course with OCA,
you’ll find guidance on what to include in a learning log and how to set up an online learning
log/blog at the Resources page on the OCA student website.
You’re strongly recommended to use an online log or blog instead of (or in addition to) a
physical learning log. A blog is a great way to consolidate and present your work, findings,
observations and reflections for your tutor and peers to review. You can also include links to
new research sources you’ve found so that these are available to your fellow students.
Setting up a blog is free and can be done through websites such as Blogger, Tumblr or
Wordpress. Alternatively you can set up a blog within the OCA student website using the OCA
Wordpress blog template: www.oca-student.com/resource- type/study-guide/oca- wordpressblog- template

Reflection
Reflecting on the work you have completed – and on work you intend to do – is a key part of
this course and a key part of your drawing practice. You are free to reflect in your own way at
any point in the course, but you’ll find specific reflection points at the end of each exercise.
Please don’t be tempted to rush or skip these. Your tutor and the course assessors will be
looking carefully at the quality of your reflective thinking as part of their assessment of your
work. Include your reflections, carefully labelled with the exercise number, in your learning log
or blog.

Using a sketchbook
Drawing hones our visual sense and teaches us to see the world around us in a unique way. We
expect you to build and maintain those skills of looking and recording alongside your project
work. Be curious, collect images, record ideas. This will stand you in good stead when projects
give you the opportunity to develop your own subject matter.
There’s no right way to keep a sketchbook, but make it your constant companion. Try to draw
every day, even if only for a few seconds. If all else fails, do ‘drawing in your head’. Spend time
actively looking, trying to judge the angle of a chair or the shape of someone’s nostril.
Your sketchbook and learning log aren’t simply a way for you to display to your tutor how hard
you’re working – they are learning tools, so make sure they work for you. You’ll find a study
guide on keeping sketchbooks on the Resources page of the student website.
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Plan ahead
This Level 1 course represents 400 hours of learning time (although some students may need
to spend more than this). Allow around 20% of this time for reflection and developing your
learning log.
As with all OCA courses, these course materials are intended to be used flexibly but keep your
tutor fully informed about your progress. You’ll need to allow extra time if you decide to have
your work formally assessed.

Getting feedback
At the end of each part of the course you’ll need to submit your work so that your tutor can give
some feedback on your progress. This submission should include:
• your assignment work, with evidence of your process as well as the end point
• a selection of work from the preceding exercises
• your learning log or blog url.
You can share your work with your tutor by sending it in the post or by making it available
digitally through your blog or a file-sharing site. Discuss this with your tutor.
Make sure that you label any work you send to your tutor with your name, student number and
assignment number. Remember to email your tutor to tell them when you’re ready to submit so
they know to expect a parcel if you’re sending work by post. Your tutor will get back to you as
soon as possible after receiving your assignment but this may take a little time. Continue with
your course while you’re waiting.
Note that you’re encouraged to reflect carefully on your tutor’s feedback in your learning log
and, if appropriate, to rework or adjust your submitted work based on your tutor’s comments.
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Reading
A reading list for the course is available at the end of this course guide and on the OCA website.
The reading list is made up of three essential key texts (listed below) with an additional set of
suggestions for further reading. Record your thoughts, reactions and critical reflections on your
reading in your learning log; this will be helpful when you come to work on your written review.
The online reading list on the OCA website is updated regularly, so check this for recently
published recommendations.

Referencing your reading
Whenever you read something that you might want to refer to in your projects and
assignments, get into the habit of taking down the full reference to the book, article or website
straight away. You must fully reference any other work that you draw on if you plan to go for
formal assessment. To do this you should use the Harvard system of referencing – see the
guide to academic referencing on the OCA student website. Getting down the full reference
at the time will save you the frustration of having to hunt for the details of a half- remembered
reference long after the event. Referencing other people’s work accurately will also help you
avoid unintentional plagiarism.
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Materials and equipment
This course is not structured around individual materials, but rather by groups of practices. The
assignments encourage you to use as many different drawing materials as possible.
Below is an introductory list but you should experiment as widely as possible. Your tutor will
give you further advice on this as you progress.
• Pencil – graphite, coloured, charcoal
• Crayon – wax, conté
• Chalk, pastel
• Charcoal – scene painters, fine compressed charcoal
• Ink – coloured ink, invisible ink, permanent marker, felt tip pens, biros, fountain pens, quills
and ink
• Paint – oil, watercolour, gouache, acrylic, encaustic, tempera, fluorescent
• Found materials – wax, polish, nail varnish, flour, salt, house varnish, house paint, bleach
• Printing – monotype, collagraph, lino, etching, digital
• Sculpture – wire, straw, balsa, cardboard, string, twine, batoning, mesh
• Collage – newspaper, bubble wrap, tissue, textiles, sandpaper, food packaging, foil,
envelopes (also glue, e.g. PVA).
In Part Two we ask you to use scraps and offcuts of your own drawings as well as collage
material so it is worth starting a collection of these now.
You will also need somewhere to work. As distance learners, OCA students have a wide range
of studios – from a kitchen table to a purpose-built room or shed. Whatever you have, it is really
helpful to ‘ring fence’ it for the duration of your studies. If you can’t lay claim to a table, then do
lay claim to a nearby wall and pin up your work so that you can see it easily, even when you
are not actually studying. This really helps to keep the momentum going: having to unpack
everything each time is off-putting and can result in you not making a start at all if you feel
you’re short of time. Having everything around you will remind you of all you’ve achieved and
help you keep ideas in mind to take forward to future exercises and assignments.

Further OCA resources
If you haven’t already done so, now is a good time to work through the free introductory course
An Introduction to Studying in HE. This introductory course is available on the OCA student
website and contains valuable advice on study skills (e.g. reading, note-taking), research
methods and academic conventions, which will stand you in good stead throughout your
studies.
The OCA website will be a key resource for you during your studies with OCA, so take some
time to familiarise yourself with it. Log on to the OCA student website and find the video guide
to using the website. Watch the video and take some notes.
Remember, too, that there are other students following this course, so you are not on your own.
Use the online forums to reflect on your coursework and discuss your progress on the course
with other students.
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Drawing 1

Part one
Fluid media

Gael Fisher
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Use the table below to keep track of you progress though out Part One.
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Complete

Complete

Introduction
A drawn mark is trace evidence. It is a mark left when something which you have picked up
or engineered to move dashes against a surface. The surface might be stationary but there
is movement implicit in the marks. When we use fluid media, there is another element of
dynamic information in the mark. With fluid media an implement moves through or with the
wet medium and the medium itself reacts to that. It is also possible to work with fluid media in
tandem with dry media to set up interesting relationships between them.

Pete Forsyth, Tire skid marks on maritime road, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)],
via Wikimedia Commons
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Project Fluid media
In this project you will be exploring the power of fluid media, and through that gaining a
deeper understanding of the physical processes involved in making a drawing.

Contextual study point 1: Louise Bourgeois (1911–2010)
Begin by watching this short film (2:27) – I Give Everything Away:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiOHA0INiqA
Now watch the two videos below which feature Tracey Emin talking about the work of
Louise Bourgeois: Women without Secrets – Secret Knowledge. These are broader in scope
(and last around 30 minutes in total) so keep your focus on our subject – the potential of
fluid drawing media. Note, for example, the collaboration between Louise Bourgeois and
Tracey Emin which is a call and response between dry and fluid media:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TiGjzV7Nk48
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vbhxr6ud8b4
Make notes as you watch the films. Look at the guide to academic referencing on the
student website and find out how to reference video material like this properly so that you
know how to refer to audio-visual material in the essays you write during your studies.
Now focus on one piece of work by Louise Bourgeois. The work entitled 10 am Is When You
Come To Me (2006) is easily researchable online, but do feel free to select something else.
Make some notes about the use of fluid media in your chosen drawing(s).
Here are some leads for 10 am Is When You Come To Me:
www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/bourgeois-10-am-is-when-you-come-to-me-al00345
www.nationalgalleries.org/collection/artists-a- z/b/artist/louise-bourgeois/object/10-am-iswhen-you- come-to-me-al00345
www.studiointernational.com/index.php/louise-bourgeois-woman-without-secrets-reviewsculpture-maman
www.theartsdesk.com/visual-arts/louise-bourgeois-scottish-national-gallery-modern-art
http://thisistomorrow.info/articles/louise-bourgeois
For future contextual study points throughout this course, please follow this basic method
of focused note-taking. A simple Google search will bring up plenty of potential leads. Take
care to use reputable sources: art journals, academic papers (not student essays), serious art
magazines, gallery websites. If you find something intriguing on a blog or pinterest board,
follow the thread and try to trace it back to a better, more reliable, source. Make sure to fully
reference your notes as you go along so that they are useful for you in the future.
Use Wikipedia with extreme caution, although a good entry can be a useful source of
further leads.
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Exercise 1.1 Experimenting with immediacy and fluid line
Aim
Having researched Louise Bourgeois’ use of fluid media quite extensively, you will have an
opinion on her work and how it relates to your own work, or to your aspirations for it. This
initial experiment with a fluid line drawing will give you a chance to take your research into
the materials and see how those elements of power, fragility, confession and rhythm play
out in your own drawings.

Method
1. Take 20 or more sheets of paper all of the same size, A4 or similar. If possible, pin all 20
pieces of paper up on the wall or lay them out on the floor (to avoid dripping) so you
can reach them all.
2. Make up a pot of liquid paint. You can use tube watercolour, acrylic paint or ink
extended with water and you can select any colour. Choose a pencil or pastel to provide
a ‘counterpoint’.
3. Rather like Louise Bourgeois’ insomnia liminality, choose a time when you have the
mental space to be more reflective. You might be particularly relaxed or, conversely,
your mind might be spinning in slip gear. Choose a time when you have something or a
set of things you would like to think about.
4. Make a drawing on each piece of paper in rapid succession, even continuing a line
between sheets if useful. Allow your hand to respond quickly to your passing thoughts;
draw whatever comes easiest, even if it feels as if you are using symbols or pictographs.
5. Come to the drawings fresh after a day or two. Sit with them and reflect on them. Make
brief notes in your learning log.
6. Use your counterpoint dry media, if you feel it is appropriate, to respond to your initial
drawings.

Reflection
Did you find that the pace of your fluid line stayed the same, or did you change it? How far
did the liquid pool, drip or splatter? Did the inkiness of the paint pull you to write? What, if
any, were the impulses that directed you to use your counterpoint medium? Make notes on
these points, and any others that strike you, in your learning log.
As pointed out in the introduction to this course guide, these reflection points on the
exercises are an important part of your learning so don’t be tempted to rush or skip them.
Make sure that you have labelled your reflections with the exercise number to help your
tutor and the course assessors navigate their way through your learning log.
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Contextual study point 2: Geraldine Swayne
On the artist Geraldine Swayne’s website, the folder named ‘paintings 1’ is full of work which
crosses the painting – drawing divide and there are plenty of drawings in fluid media such
as ink, water-based paint and oil paint. Look around her website and see if you can work out
what function Swayne’s drawings in fluid media serve for her. Are they simply studies for
later paintings? Do they link her thinking and making in a completely different way? Is the
subject matter the same, linked or different?
http://geraldineswayne.org/photo_10060031.html#photos_id=10060036
Make focused, referenced notes in your learning log as you did for your Louise Bourgeois
research.

Cy Twombly, The First Part of the Return from Parnassus, 1961 (oil, crayon & graphite on
canvas), © The Art Institute of Chicago, through prior gift of Mary and Leigh Block; Marian
and Samuel Klasstorner and Major Acquistions Endowment Income funds; Wirt D. Walker
Trust; Estate of Walter Aitken; Director’s Fund; Helen A. Regenstein Endowment; Laura T.
Magnuson Acquisition Fund, 2007.
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Exercise 1.2 Using fluid media to add tone
Aim
Creating tone in a drawing can be time-consuming. Hatching, shading, etc. can be quite
labour-intensive with some dry materials such as pencil. This influences the qualities of a
drawing and the way it is experienced because time is another key element of information
held in a drawing. (We discuss this further in Part Four.) For this exercise, you’ll use a tonal
under-painting to create a loose spatial and tonal setting which you’ll then draw into, and
then compare this with a drawing made without fluid media.

Method
1. Select subject matter that has visual interest and a simple variety of tones. You might
want to prepare in advance by taping your paper to a board as water-based media can
cause paper to wrinkle and expand unevenly.
2. Half close your eyes until you lose the ability to see detail and are left with simple tonal
shapes when you look at your selected subject matter. Keep this in mind as you make
your under-painting.
3. Use a monochrome water-based paint or ink to block in the tonal relationships. Don’t
worry too much about getting shapes exactly right as you will be drawing over the top.
Instead, focus on the composition and how these tonal patches are operating on your
paper.
4. Decide whether you want to wait until the paper is dry (remembering your
counterpoint drawing from the previous exercise) and then make an observational
drawing of your subject matter over the top of your tonal painting using a drawing
medium of your choice. Think about how you can use the under-painting sensitively.
5. Make a second drawing of the same subject or view, observing the tones as well as you
can but without an initial under-painting.

Reflection
Pin the drawings alongside each other and reflect on the outcomes. What are the
differences between them? Which do you prefer and why? Make notes in your log.
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Contextual study point 3: Franz Kline
Spend some time seeking our research material on the Abstract Expressionist Franz Kline
(1910–62). As you’ve seen, this can simply mean putting his name into a search engine
and then selecting results you know to be reputable (i.e. can be reasonably relied on to be
accurate) such as websites of major gallery spaces like those listed below:
www.gagosian.com/artists/franz-kline
www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/franz-kline-1419
www.guggenheim.org/artwork/artist/franz-kline
Watch this MOMA video (3:54) about Kline’s method – AB EX NY: The Painting Techniques of
Franz Kline: www.youtube.com/watch?v=1xQTlp0hscs
This is a good moment to talk a little about scale. In the video you can see Kline taking a tiny
drawing and projecting it to enable him to make a much larger one from it. The lines are
roughly the same but their presence is very different as a result of that shift in scale. When
the drawings are enlarged to a size where Kline is using his whole arm and upper body to
sweep across a line, the history of their construction is visible as an expansive, muscularly
powerful thing. Scale is not prescribed in this course so experiment widely with it.

Franz Kline (c.1960) Untitled (ink on paper)
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Exercise 1.3 Experimenting with dynamic gesture
Aim
In the introduction to Part One, we raised the notion that wet media react to being pushed
through or applied. Franz Kline, and the Abstract Expressionists in general, made use of that
receptiveness and many of them penetrated, slashed and carved the paint on the canvas.
In this exercise, try to link the movements you make to some idea of construction. You are
constructing a drawing using marks which have a direct correlation to the structure of the
actual object you are observing. Enjoy that and use it to push the paint around.

Method
1. Spend time seeking out a subject matter that has plenty of strong directional lines, for
example:
• the legs of a pier
• a building site
• trees
• kitchen stools
• bean canes in a garden
• branches
• power cables
• a spider’s web
• Alliums in the garden or in a vase.
Look through your sketchbook. Is there anything that you have enjoyed drawing that
could fit the bill here?
2. Make some charcoal drawings in your sketchbook or on loose sheets to develop your
knowledge of the structure of your subject. Focus on trying to capture the underlying
engineering and the power of the angles and lines.
3. Prime some cardboard, or paper stretched onto board. What colour will you use?
4. Work simply with one colour and white paint to carve out your image onto your paper.
Let the colour cut into the white and vice versa. Work wet-on-wet and be conscious
of your own physical movements and how they operate with the way your eyes move
across the subject.

Reflection
Make notes in your learning log about how the paint reacted to you drawing into it. What
do you think this does to the finished drawing and the way it is read? What would happen
if you played with this notion of constructing a drawing? How would a spidery drawing
of a building, or a drawing of lace made with sheet steel, operate? Did you subvert these
relationships in your own drawings for this exercise?
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Did your drawing end up looking like an Abstract Expressionist piece, like the Franz Kline
pieces you examined before you attempted the exercise? That wasn’t meant to be a trap,
but in future do take time to unpack an exercise and a piece of contextual study and gain
purchase on it from your own perspective. Degree level study is about criticality. In that
sense you can look to Kline’s ‘expansive, muscularly powerful’ marks and reflect critically on
them. What kind of marks would be more appropriate for you? Do you need to find marks
that are even more powerful – explosively destructive, perhaps? Or would you prefer to find
a quieter mark, wiping softly at something?

Edouard Vuillard, Madam Hessel Sewing under the Lamp, 1905
© Bridgeman Images
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Contextual study point 4: William Blake and Henry Moore
William Blake (1757–1827) was literally as well as socio-politically a visionary. He had
premonitions and visions all his life and operated between both the real and imagined
(or envisioned) world. The leaves on a tree could all become angels, or a man’s face could
predict (accurately as it happened) the manner of his own death. Equally, anti Catholic
rioting in London turned everyday life into a scene of chaos and bloodlust worthy of Dante.
This ambiguity around what is real or unreal is visible in his art work and poetry as angels
and demons walk through England’s not always green and pleasant land.
See: www.theguardian.com/books/2014/nov/28/philip-pullman-william-blake-and-me
The drawings of Henry Moore are arguably as famous as his curving sculptures. In the
sketch below we can clearly see him hunting out a new form, invented from within an
observed set of figures.

Henry Moore, Family Group, 1945
(watercolour & wax on paper)
William Blake (1793) Frontispiece from
America: A Prophecy (relief etching,
printed in brown with pen and ink and
watercolour)
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Exercise 1.4 Invention and mystery
Aim
Fluidity lends itself to layering, blurring, ambiguity and occlusion (where 2D depicted
surfaces are hidden by those depicted as nearer, i.e. are made to look as though they are
behind). In this exercise you can decide for yourself how you would prefer to take that idea
forward.
Using two objects as a starting point, you can either:
• Make a subtle still-life drawing where the shadow and interplay of formal relationships
is given licence to create a mood or ambiguous formal arrangement, or
• Combine the two objects together physically initially to make one sculptural form and
draw from that like a totem, or
• Allow drawing two objects to suggest a new object from your imagination and extend
that in a surreal way.
The choice is entirely yours to make based on your own preferences. Over time, as you
make more and more art work, you will continue to develop research interests, material
preferences, passions and enthusiasms which will give your work form and focus. This kind
of choice is how that will develop.

Method
Choose two objects to draw from.
1. Make at least 12 very quick preliminary drawings in your sketchbook to experiment
with different interrelationships.
2. Use a fluid media (such as ink) to take away or embellish elements and so reinforce the
new ‘super form’ on the best of those preliminary drawings.
3. Make a larger drawing or series of drawings on a loose sheet. Use what you have
discerned from your experiments to direct the making of this drawing.

Reflection
Make notes in your log about which strand of this exercise you chose to pursue and why.
Try to pin down three good things about your drawing and reflect on whether using fluid
media enabled those things or hindered them.
Make sure you understand what the word occlusion means. Have a think about how you
might use occlusion expressively as well as in rendering believable interior space.
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Two objects lashed together (author’s image)
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Assignment one
Spend time with your work to date and reflect on the key learning points in your log. Use all this
information to make a final assignment piece. For this piece, you should make a drawing using
fluid media – either solely or in conjunction with dry media.
The kinds of questions or lines of enquiry you might like to pursue include:
• What scale will I use for this drawing?
• What support and what medium(s)?
• Which exercise was the most enjoyable or intriguing?
• What subject matter or forms in my sketchbook might lend themselves to investigation
with fluid media?
• Which contextual study point do I feel most enthusiastic about following up and
responding to?
Send your completed piece to your tutor together with the relevant pages of your sketchbook
and learning log or your blog url so that your tutor can get a feel for how you’ve responded to
the various exercises and study points.
Before you submit your assignment, read through your learning log and check that it is a
reflective critical analysis of your making and learning. As a rule of thumb, you should have
about 500 words. The assessment criteria provide a framework that you can use to assess your
own progress.
Your tutor may take a while to get back to you so carry on with the course while you’re waiting.

Reflection
Before you send this assignment to your tutor, remember to review your work against the
assessment criteria for this course, as directed in the introduction to this course guide. Note
down your findings in your learning log/blog.

Reworking your assignment
Following feedback from your tutor you may wish to rework some of your assignment,
especially if you are ultimately submitting your work for formal assessment. If you do this, make
sure you reflect on what you have done, and why, in your learning log.
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